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While it seems as if the list below is comprised of unrelated words, things are not so black and white here. In fact, this collection is abundantly colorful if you can see through the camouflage. In each instance, you are asked to remove one unspecified letter from what is given and rearrange the remaining letters to reveal a hidden hue. Thus, the excision of “H” from HERD yields RED when the letters E, R, and D are permuted. Performing this type of reconstructive surgery twenty times will reveal the true colors of this quiz.

1. AGLET
2. ASININE
3. BIGEYE
4. BUMPER
5. CHOLER
6. COUPE
7. EMBARK
8. GRAVY
9. LAICAL
10. MAGNATES
11. OGED
12. PLUMPER
13. RENEGE
14. RUGBY
15. SOLEMN
16. TREACHEROUS
17. TWANGY
18. UNRAVELED
19. VIOLATE
20. VOILE